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1 Introduction

The blockchain ecosystem is currently undergoing a transformative phase char-
acterized by a shift from a predominantly centralized paradigm to a decentral-
ized and multi-chain landscape. Market dynamics and a growing demand for
scalability and innovation within the blockchain space have fueled this evolution.
Bitcoin (BTC) and Ethereum (ETH), two of the most influential blockchain net-
works, are at the forefront of this transformation, collectively commanding more
than 60% of the market capitalization. However, despite their significance, both
Bitcoin and Ethereum face inherent limitations, such as their modest transaction
throughput, slow release cycles, and scalability challenges, which have spurred
a surge in the development of Layer 1 and Layer 2 blockchain solutions.

The proliferation of these diverse blockchain platforms brings a pressing
need for e�cient cross-chain communication tools, particularly in Decentralized

Finance (DeFi) applications. This burgeoning multi-chain ecosystem o↵ers im-
mense potential but also poses a complex set of challenges. One crucial challenge
is establishing practical liquidity routing mechanisms to facilitate seamless in-
teractions among these disparate chains. Moreover, the nascent chains in this
ecosystem often su↵er from limited accessibility, impeding broader community
participation and imposing substantial market friction. Indeed, empirical evi-
dence[6, 8] suggests that market friction remains closely tied to liquidity in the
cryptocurrency landscape.

Of paramount significance within this evolving landscape is the imperative
to solve the interchain communication problem, a matter of substantial eco-
nomic consequence. Billions of dollars are currently locked within cross-chain
custodial contracts, exemplifying the magnitude of the challenge. The indus-
try’s heightened interest in this area has given rise to extensive research, yet
numerous questions still need to be answered.

In response to these challenges, we introduce the GGX blockchain—a novel
solution poised at the crossroads of the Bitcoin, Cosmos, and Ethereum commu-
nities. GGX addresses the pressing need for e�cient cross-chain communication
and o↵ers innovative solutions for decentralized custody and DeFi liquidity pro-
visioning. To comprehend the significance of GGX, it is crucial to first delve
into the transformative developments within the Bitcoin ecosystem, notably the
Bitcoin Taproot upgrade.

The Bitcoin Taproot upgrade, along with the introduction of ordinals, en-
abling the creation of fungible tokens in the form of BRC-20s and Non-Fungible
Tokens, has unlocked exciting opportunities within the DeFi space. Further-
more, this upgrade has ushered in the era of Taproot assets[11], enabling tokens
to be issued and traded on the Bitcoin Lightning Network, o↵ering unparalleled
scalability. However, to fully harness the potential of these developments, a
decentralized custody solution for Bitcoin is paramount, especially for enhanc-
ing liquidity on other blockchain platforms such as Ethereum and the Cosmos
ecosystem.

The inadequacies of the current custodial solution, Wrapped Bitcoin (WBTC),
are evident from its historical challenges, including episodes where it temporar-
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ily lost its peg, notably during the Alameda meltdown[3]. GGX serves as a
groundbreaking remedy to this custodial pain point, bringing a decentralized
solution for providing Bitcoin liquidity to the broader blockchain ecosystem.
This achievement is made possible by leveraging the recent Bitcoin Taproot up-
grade, which enables threshold Schnorr signatures[17, 12], thereby facilitating
decentralized custody of Bitcoin assets.

Safety-critical interchain messaging is at the core of GGX’s architecture. It
combines the InterBlockchain Communication Protocol (IBC) with a decentral-
ized Ethereum Oracle, laying the foundation for trustless cross-chain communi-
cation. Implementing a trustless Ethereum Oracle is part of GGX’s commitment
to security and decentralization. By incorporating an Ethereum light client at
its consensus layer, GGX eliminates the need for reliance on centralized in-
frastructure providers for Ethereum data. This dual-layered approach, utilizing
both threshold Schnorr and threshold Secp256k1 signatures for Ethereum smart
contracts, establishes a robust and crypto-agile security architecture, ensuring
resilience against potential security breaches.

In conclusion, the significance of cross-chain messaging in the DeFi landscape
cannot be overstated. As the blockchain ecosystem evolves, GGX is situated
as a DeFi gateway for Bitcoin, o↵ering innovative solutions for interchain com-
munication, decentralized custody, and liquidity provisioning. GGX represents
a pivotal step towards realizing the full potential of a multi-chain blockchain
ecosystem, enabling greater accessibility, reduced market friction, and enhanced
DeFi opportunities for the broader community.

2 Threshold Signatures

Within GGX Chain, the secure management of cryptographic signatures is a
cornerstone of trust and integrity within the blockchain ecosystem. Thresh-
old signature schemes, a cryptographic paradigm, are prominent in enhancing
decentralized networks’ security and reliability. These schemes empower dis-
tributed entities to generate a single cryptographic signature from a collectively
held distributed private key. Termed threshold signatures, these cryptographic
protocols o↵er a unique advantage: any subset of decentralized participants can
collaboratively produce a valid signature, provided that their numbers exceed
a predetermined threshold established during the distributed key generation
phase. For example, in a network comprising 30 participants, a threshold set
at 20 during key generation means that any combination of 20 or more partici-
pants can collectively create a legitimate signature. This inherent flexibility in
signature generation enhances security and fosters the resilience and availability
of cryptographic operations within distributed systems.

In the blockchain ecosystem, where nodes may exhibit faulty or malicious
behavior, an additional layer of security becomes imperative. This layer is
embodied in the ”identifiable abort” concept, a critical feature in threshold sig-
nature schemes, especially in a blockchain setting. Identifiable abort empowers
the distributed key generation process to terminate whenever a bad actor or
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malfunctioning node is detected. Given the potential presence of adversarial or
unreliable nodes within blockchain networks, the ability to pinpoint and address
issues during the distributed key generation phase becomes paramount for safe-
guarding the network’s integrity and the cryptographic operations upon which
it relies.

GGX Chain leverages two such cutting-edge schemes, each o↵ering unique
advantages in the context of distributed ledger technology:

1. Komlo and Goldberg’s FROST: Flexible Round-Optimized Schnorr Thresh-

old Signatures[9]: This scheme represents a significant advancement in
Schnorr threshold signature protocols. FROST optimizes the network
overhead during signature generation, reducing the communication rounds
among signers. It introduces innovative techniques to protect against
forgery attacks and provides the ability to safely perform signing oper-
ations in a single round without constraining the concurrency of sign-
ing processes. Furthermore, FROST incorporates an abort mechanism to
handle misbehaving participants, a practical consideration for real-world
deployment scenarios.

2. Genero and Goldberg’s One Round Threshold ECDSA with Identifiable

Abort [4]: This protocol is used for generating threshold secp256k1 sig-
natures. It addresses the unique challenges posed by threshold ECDSA
signatures, particularly relevant in cryptocurrencies. It introduces a highly
e�cient and non-interactive online phase, enabling asynchronous partici-
pation by players without the need for simultaneous online presence. Im-
portantly, as previously discussed, it o↵ers identifiable abort capabilities,
allowing the protocol to halt when a misbehaving participant is detected.
This feature minimizes the risk of catastrophic failures caused by dishonest
actors within distributed settings.

In practice, we use threshold Schnorr signatures for interacting with Bitcoin
and both signature schemes when interacting with Ethereum.

3 Communication & Liquidity Protocols

3.1 Overview

There are di↵erent mechanisms for communication and liquidity routing used
by GGX:

1. Threshold Signature Bitcoin Custody

2. Incentivized Message Delivery Protocol (IMDP)

3. Interblockchain Communication Protocol (IBC)

The mechanisms di↵er in implementation, guarantees provided, and trans-
action fees. GGX supports connections via di↵erent mechanisms to a specific
external chain.
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3.2 Threshold Signature Bitcoin Custody

GGX Chain has been designed to o↵er a secure and e�cient solution for dis-
tributed Bitcoin custody. One of the fundamental challenges in the blockchain
space is to strike a balance between security, decentralization, and e�ciency.
GGX Chain employs threshold Schnorr signatures to achieve this balance, en-
suring that users’ assets are securely held in a distributed manner while main-
taining e�ciency.

Threshold Schnorr signatures are at the core of GGX Chain’s distributed
Bitcoin custody solution. The threshold is set such that validators representing
66% of the network stake can always construct a valid Schnorr signature. This
design ensures that a supermajority of network participants must cooperate in
signing transactions, enhancing security.

GGX requires users to transfer their Bitcoin tokens to a specific TapScript
address to enable the utilization of threshold Schnorr signatures. These ad-
dresses use a 62-character-long bech32m format, slightly longer than the tradi-
tional 26-34 character-long Bitcoin addresses. TapScript addresses are necessary
to enable the distributed ownership and secure key management features pro-
vided by GGX Chain.

GGX Chain employs a periodic process known as sweeping to consolidate
Unspent Transaction Outputs (UTXOs) into a single UTXO suitable for key
rotation. This consolidation process is initiated when transaction fees on the
Bitcoin network are low, but it generally involves a fee that is charged on Bitcoin
liquidity transfers. It is important to note that crucial rotation also requires
transaction fees, which must be sourced from interchain transfers.

Key rotation is a crucial aspect of the GGX Chain’s security model. Even
though GGX Chain operates as an open proof-of-stake blockchain, it enforces
that when validators decide to rotate, at least 66% of the existing validators must
remain the same. This requirement ensures continuity and security during the
transition.

The key rotation process involves transitioning from the old signature scheme
to a distributed key controlled by the new validators. This transition is orches-
trated so that the new validators can construct a valid signature for the old
signature scheme and rotate the signatures to the distributed key controlled by
the new validator set. This approach ensures a smooth and secure transition of
custody control while maintaining the security and integrity of the GGX Chain.

In conclusion, GGX Chain’s use of threshold Schnorr signatures, TapScript
addresses, UTXO sweeping, and a carefully designed key rotation protocol col-
lectively contribute to e�cient, succinct distributed ownership of Bitcoin within
the blockchain network. These features allow users to securely manage their
assets while benefiting from the security and decentralization of GGX Chain.

3.3 Incentivized Message Delivery Protocol

GGX uses a novel Incentivized Message Delivery Protocol (IMDP) for e�cient
cross-chain communication. IMDP uses a network of couriers to deliver mes-
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sages. Any computer may run a Courier node. Courier nodes run GGX light
clients. Courier nodes pay gas fees for communicating messages from GGX. In
exchange, they earn GGX token rewards. While validators could run Courier
nodes if they wished, the blockchain and courier network are designed to be
distinct and decentralized.

The lifecycle of a message demonstrates the role of the di↵erent Golden Gate
components play. We depict this lifecycle in Figure 1.

User Courier

1. sendMessage

2. SentMessage

3. proveMessage

4. Signatures

5. deliverMessage

6. ReceivedMessage

7. collectReward

Figure 1: Lifecycle of a User’s call to GGX’s interchain communication smart
contracts

1. To start, a User sends a message by invoking the sendMessage method
on a designated smart contract on blockchain (note that is distinct
from ). The User specifies a destination chain and address when
they submit a message. In this case, the destination chain is denoted by
.

2. Next, the Courier detects the user’s message via a light client for , listen-
ing for a SentMessage event. Using ’s RPC, it constructs a Merkle proof
that the SentMessage was included in the block where it was emitted.

3. The Courier proves the message was included in a block to by calling
the proveMessage RPC call.

4. validates the proved message against its own consensus layer light-
client. then generates a two signatures for the Users’ message. One
signature is a threshold secp256k1 signature while the other signature is
a threshold Schnorr signature (see the discussion in §2). These threshold
signature schemes are discussed in §2. ’s blockchain keeps a perma-
nent record of the signed messages for retrieval. puts the signatures
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on an event stream. A Courier picks up the Signatures on ’s event
stream.

5. The Courier delivers the signed message to the destination chain by calling
deliverMessage on the interchain communication contract on .

6. The Courier detects a ReceivedMessage event from using its light client.
As in step 2, the Courier uses to prove the event was included in a block.

7. The Courier calls collectReward on and provides proof it delivered
the message. After validating the proof distributes a reward.

3.4 IBC Protocol

The Inter-Blockchain Communication Protocol [5] (IBC) is designed to facilitate
communication of sovereign replicated ledgers that share only a minimum req-
uisite common interface. IBC handles authentication, transport, and ordering
of opaque data packets relayed between modules on separate ledgers can be run
on solo machines, replicated by many nodes running a consensus algorithm, or
constructed by any process whose state can be verified. The protocol is defined
between modules on two ledgers, but designed for safe simultaneous use be-
tween any number of modules on any number of ledgers connected in arbitrary
topologies. IBC requires certain functionalities and properties of the underlying
ledger. It requires finality signatures, cheaply-verifiable consensus transcripts,
and a simple key/value store. On the network side, IBC requires only even-
tual data delivery — no authentication, synchrony, or ordering properties are
assumed.

While IBC may be implemented on any blockchain with smart contracts[7],
in practice the gas costs are too high. This is because IBC-supporting blockchains
such as Cosmos use Ed25519 signatures. Ethereum does not have a precompiled
contract for checking these signatures[10]. As a consequence, it costs 500,0000
gas to check an Ed25519 signature, and millions to run a light client.

GGX includes IBC support via the IBC substrate palette[15]. GGX parachains
can also opt into IBC support via the same palette.

IBC does not provide specific protocol-level provisions for compute-level or
economic-level flow control. The Courier network is expected to have compute
throughput limiting and flow control mechanisms of their own such as gas mar-
kets.

We demonstrate the workflow of GGX’s IBC protocol below and depict how
messages flow in Figure 2.

1. To start, the User makes a transaction calling a designated smart con-
tract on , which emits an event relayPacket. saves all infor-
mation about the connection, channel and message. The User specifies
a destination chain and address when they submit a transaction. In this
case the destination chain is denoted by .

2. The Courier listens to for a relayPacket event.
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User Courier

1. transaction

2. relayPacket

3. recvPacket

4. relayAck

5. onAcknowledgePacket

Figure 2: GGX Chain’s IBC workflow

3. The Courier sends message to a designated smart contract on invoking
a recvPacket event.

4. Smart contract on relays an acknowledgement to the Courier using a
relayAck method.

5. The Courier1 sends an acknowledgment to calling an event onAcknowledgePacket
on a designated smart contract.

4 Virtual Machine

GGx provides a flexible environment for running decentralized applications
(dApps). GGx supports the Ethereum Virtual Machine (EVM) as well as We-

bAssembly (WASM). EVM support means that developers can write in either
Solidity or Vyper. On the other hand, WASM support allows authors to write
in Rust or any language that compiles to WebAssembly. GGx accomplishes this
by using AStar’s XVM pallet[2].

GGx supports multiple VM environments for better decentralized finance
software. For example, suppose a Decentralized Autonomous Organization
(DAO) wanted to air-drop a token with an exponential vesting schedule. The
DAO would have 50% of the token vested in 2 years, 75% in 4 years, etc. Be-
cause blockchain VMs do not support floating-point, these calculations require
fixed-point arithmetic. While a fixed-point library exists in Solidity for use with
the EVM[16], Rust has higher-quality libraries for fixed-point arithmetic[13]. In
other circumstances, EVM support is preferable.

1note that in this step the Courier may have changed and the protocol would still function
properly.
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5 Summary

GGX Chain’s architectural sophistication, predicated on advanced technologies
and protocols, fosters harmonious integration between Bitcoin and Ethereum-
based smart contract chains and facilitates interchain compatibility via the IBC
protocol within the Cosmos-based blockchain network.

GGX Chain achieves a paradigm shift by channeling the potential of the
Taproot upgrade, meticulously elucidating the mechanics of distributed Bitcoin
custody using threshold Schnorr signatures. This scientific exposition under-
scores the rigor applied to Bitcoin liquidity enhancement within the GGX Chain
ecosystem, demystifying the intricacies of secure asset transfer and utilization
while unequivocally preserving the quintessence of security.

GGX Chain introduces a pioneering security paradigm characterized by its
multifaceted crypto-agile approach. Emphatically, it substantiates the architec-
tural prudence of employing a dual-tier security model featuring both threshold
secp256k1 and threshold Schnorr signatures. This methodological dualism ad-
vances the defense of user assets and amplifies the veracity of communication
channels with smart contract platforms, underpinning an academic discourse on
holistic blockchain security.

The GGX Chain acknowledges the intricate nuances of the ever-evolving
blockchain ecosystem, providing an incisive analysis of communication proto-
cols. GGX Chain’s astute approach to interchain communication thrives on
malleable communication protocols within the kaleidoscopic backdrop of coex-
isting blockchain networks. This research underscores the profound realization
that the future landscape of interchain communication remains uncharted, and
no singular protocol shall monopolize this domain.

GGX Chain emerges as an exemplar of academic exploration in the blockchain
domain. It forges new frontiers by harmonizing Bitcoin liquidity, propelling in-
terchain communication to new dimensions, and advancing multi-layered secu-
rity. By synergistically embracing innovative technologies, such as Taproot and
threshold Schnorr signatures, GGX Chain occupies the vanguard of blockchain
intercommunication, poised to navigate the intricate labyrinth of a decentral-
ized, interconnected future.
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A Datasheet

A.1 Account Model

A private key represents an account. The account model supports the following
private keys: Ed25519, Sr25519, and Secp256k1. In addition, Golden Gate o↵ers
multi-signature and proxy accounts that we will discuss in depth alongside a
classic account.

The Golden Gates uses a Substrate-based SS58 format. The address consists
of two parts:

• Prefix - determines how to validate the address and shows the address
network.

• Address - address data

A.2 Account Balances

Each account consists of several balances that give the user relevant info about
his activities and token usage.

We require the user to have at least one token to prove that the account is
active. We suspend and remove accounts with a balance of less than one token.

Each account contains di↵erent types of balance depending on account ac-
tivity:

Balance type Description

Total
Tokens in the account. The balance does not repre-
sent available funds

Transferable Tokens available for use

Vested
Tokens sent to the account. GoldenGate will re-
lease tokens after some verification time controlled
in blocks

Bonded Tokens locked for staking
Democracy Tokens locked for governance activity

Redeemable
Tokens available for unlocking. These tokens have
passed the lock period and are available for usage

Locked

Tokens frozen for on-chain activities. The locks do
not stack, so Golden Gate suspends the biggest lock.
The di↵erence between the current lock and the next
biggest became redeemable when Golden Gate un-
locks funds

Reserved
Tokens locked and not relevant to governance, stak-
ing, or vesting

A.3 Proxy Accounts

Any account can create a proxy account with limited or full access to the main
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one. The proxy account can do transactions on behalf of the creator with a
limitation or not.

This approach helps to limit transactions made by the primary account and
keeps it more secure. The primary account can remove or change the proxy if
the user cannot access it anymore. This helps to come up with more granular
security practices.

The bare lock deposit for identity consists of two constants:

• The ProxyDepositBase is the default deposit for setting up proxy ac-
counts.

• The ProxyDepositFactor is the deposit for each used proxy.

The Golden Gate will unlock funds once the user removes proxies.
Golden Gate supports the following proxy types:

Proxy type Transaction types

Any
All. Gives all rights to the proxy account. It does not
give any security benefits, so the user should avoid it

Non-transfer All, except balance transfers and vested transfers
Governance Governance-related
Staking Staking-related

Identity judgement
Transactions for registrars to judge an account’s
identity

Auction
Transactions for participation in para-chain auctions
and crowd loans

Time-delayed

Time-delayed transactions. The proxy will announce
its intended action and wait for the number of blocks
defined in the delay before executing it. Also, it will
include the hash of the intended function call in the
announcement. The user can cancel the intended ac-
tion by primary account or cancel-proxy within this
time window

Cancel
Transactions for accounts to reject and remove any
time-delay proxy announcements

A.4 Multi-Signature Accounts

Golden Gate supports multi-signature accounts. The multi-signature account
consists of one or more addresses and the threshold. The threshold defines how
many approvals Golden Gate requires to sign a transaction.

The account should have a locked deposit to participate in the network. The
deposit consists of two constants:

• The deposit base is the deposit for the usage of a multi-sig account.

• The threshold deposit is for each approval required to sign a transaction.
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A.5 Transaction Model

In Golden Gate, we call Transactions/state changes that are included into the
block extrinsic.

There are three di↵erent extrinsic transaction types:

• Signed transaction - must include the signature of an account sending it;
signed user should pay an execution fee.

• Unsigned transaction

• Inherent transaction - a particular case of unsigned transaction. The cre-
ator node is the only one that can add information to a block. Most of the
data inserted by this type of transaction are assumed to be valid without
validation.

A.6 Block Structure

A Golden Gate block consists of a header and a body.
The block body contains a list of extrinsic transactions included in the block.
The block header contains the following data:

Field name Description
Parent hash 32-byte Blake2b hash of the parent block

Block height
An integer representing a block. The genesis block
is a 0

State root Merkle tree root hash after applied transactions
Staking Staking-related
Transaction root Cryptographic digest of the transaction series

Digest
Any chain-specific auxiliary data. It contains
consensus-related data, including the block signature

A.7 Consensus

Golden Gate is a substrate-based chain that leverages hybrid consensus. Block
production is separated from finalization to achieve fast chain growth with secure
finality. Fast block production is achieved using round robin, although Golden
Gate may switch to probabilistic block production with BABE[1] in the future.
For e�cient and secure block finalization, we are using the GRANDPA[14] protocol.
The key principle behind this design is to get security guarantees level similar
to instant-finality consensus while having block production speed similar to
probabilistic safety consensus.

Estimated consensus parameters for this approach:
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Parameter Value
Time to finalization 12-60s
Block production
time

6s

Block size < 5 MiB
Estimated TPS 1000
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